
how can you protect tenants in residential communities? 
Check out LILIN’s residential solution that provides an all in one home security system with access control, perimeter 
detection and remote access to ensure residenty safety. 

gate control 
7 Series cameras with EDGELPR license uses license plate recognition to filter entry through 
gate with allowed list, denial list and visitor list. This will limit outsiders’ access and increase 
safety precautions for the community. With this AI technology, residents and their guests will 
be able to enter the communities easily without gate remote controls. 

perimeter detection
P2 Series cameras with IVS 2.2 license can detect humans and vehicles around gated com-
munities and alert gated community management of any suspicious activities. Management 
can then notify law enforcement. LILIN cameras and network video recorders have 24/7 
continous recording for 4 years, ensuring that all footage is secured to cooperate with law 
enforcement.

Remote access
A guard shack can be placed near the gate and remotely access multiple LILIN cameras 
using our remote client. Gated communities can lower labor costs for surveillance by having 
one guard to monitor multiple areas using the multi-channel compatible NAV servers. 

residential Solution



Starvis 4K P-Iris Auto Focus IR AI Smart IP 
Camera | Z7R8182X3-P
LILIN smart IP camera paired with EDGELPR 
license uses license plate recognition to control 
gate access. LILIN IP camera paired with EDGE-
FLOW license can detect people trying to climb 
over fences and alert management.
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FISHEYE CAMERA | F2R36C2IM 
Fisheye camera provides 360 detection covering 
all angles for surveillance in gated community.
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VIVIDKNIGHT turret CAMERA| E6W4352A
VIVIDKNIGHT cameras provide 24/7 full color 
surveillance making it easy to surveil gated 
communities during the night time. Full color 
allows you to see color images in total darkness 
and to identify distinguishing characteristics of 
intruders.
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architecture

Programmable Smart I/O BOX | DB052E
I/O Box receives signals from LILIN cameras with 
EDGELPR license (license plate recognition) to 
allow entry through gate with allowed list, denial 
list, and visitor list. I/O box allows residents to 
access gate without a remote control.
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